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1. Overview
The objective of the Cloudbased open question answering architecture (OpenQA) for the
second year of the WDAqua project is to design a distributed, scalable open architecture
that supports pluggable integration of many different approaches for individual stages in a
QA pipeline. This architecture will be matured subsequently; meanwhile, components for it
will be implemented by several researchers in the project.
We aim towards a message driven interoperable question answering (QA) system. To
achieve this, we have collected requirements from different data models used in stateof
theart QA systems to cover the need of the existing QA systems. To cover these needs, we
have further developed the 
qa 
vocabulary, a generalised vocabulary, using the W3CWeb
1
Annotation Data Model
. This vocabulary has a machinereadable, extensible representation
to address the requirements collected. A conceptual view of QA systems has been set up
using this vocabulary. We have further developed Qanary – A Methodology for
Vocabularydriven Open Question Answering Systems. Using Qanary, we have integrated
several independent QA components into a QA pipeline according to the OpenQA
specification; the initial batch of these components constitutes our reference
implementation.
We consider it reasonable to devote 
one selfcontained document to the highlevel
description of the Architecture to avoid redundancy. We chose to deliver this description in
D4.1 “OpenQA specification and reference implementation”. The implementation
corresponding to the current Deliverable D7.1 is available from the public source repository
of the WDAqua project:
● https://github.com/WDAqua/QAOntology
hosts the 
qa 
vocabulary. Its
documentation is embedded as machinereadable annotations into its
implementation; however, we also link to a humanfriendly rendering of the
documentation, which has been generated from this source.
● https://github.com/WDAqua/Qanary hosts the generic framework for implementing
QA pipelines, as well as the implementations of several components for Entity Linking
(i.e. Named Entity Recognition and Named Entity Disambiguation). Both together
serve as the initial reference implementation. Their documentation is, once more,
part of the Java source code, but has also been exported to a humanfriendly view.

[1]: 
https://www.w3.org/TR/annotationmodel/

